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ABSTRACT 
This paper brings up to date with new results a matrix trigonometry which 
I originated about twenty-five years ago. In particular, a new view of the con- 
struction and nature of antieigenvectors implicit within a minmax theorem is pre- 
sented, new results showing that both antieigenvectors and eigenvectors satisfy 
the nonlinear Euler equation are given, and new implications for a combinatorial 
higher antieigenvector theory are illustrated in terms of numerical linear algebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is the third in a series of three current papers, in which my goal 
has been to bring before the linear algebra community an interesting and 
potentially useful branch of linear algebra, which here I have called ma- 
trix trigonometry. The first two papers were entitled respectively “Opera- 
tor Trigonometry” [l] and “Antieigenvalues” [2]. The central idea of this 
theory, which I originated about twenty-five years ago, concerns what I 
have called the antieigenvalues and antieigenvectors of a matrix A or oper- 
ator T. My recent return to this theory was brought about by my lecture 
[3], from which a rather beautiful connection between the trigonometric 
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theory and numerical analysis ensued. 
To avoid repeating myself, I refer the reader to [l] and [2] as predecessors 
to this paper. However, for the reader’s convenience, I have included here 
a rather complete bibliography [4-291 of papers which I know to be a part 
of this theory. Briefly, [l] includes a reasonably full survey of the history 
and main results from the theory, especially as connected to the theory of 
the numerical range, also called field of values, of an operator. In [2] I turn 
to the variational characterization of antieigenvalues, deriving the Euler 
equation for them, and also present new results relating antieigenvalues 
to convergence rates for numerical optimization descent algorithms. The 
present paper goes beyond [l] and [2]. 
In Section 2, I will present the bare essentials of the theory needed for 
this paper. Further information can be found in [I], [2], and the bibliog- 
raphy given here. In Section 3, I return to my minmax theorem [7] and 
give its proof, only announced in [7] and summarized in [ll], in its entirety. 
As a result, this construction is now seen to be a way of constructing ap- 
proximate antieigenvectors for an arbitrary strongly accretive operator or 
matrix. In Section 4, I return to the Euler equation, which was derived 
without elaboration in [2], and show that it is satisfied generally not only 
by the antieigenvectors but also by the eigenvectors. In Section 5, I return 
to numerical algorithms and argue for a combinatorially based rather than 
orthogonality-based theory of higher antieigenvalues and antieigenvectors, 
in terms of potential uses, for example, for computational linear algebra. 
My goal in these three papers has been to bring to the attention of 
the mathematical community this theory, which may be regarded as an 
extended spectral theory, including not only the usual (dilation) spectral 
theory of eigenvalues and eigenvectors but also the new (rotation) spectral 
theory of antieigenvalues and antieigenvectors. Quite possibly, eventual 
better names for these quantities, consistent with the general acceptance of 
the German eigenvalue over the French characteristic value, will be winkel- 
values and winkelvectors. 
2. MATRIX TRIGONOMETRY 
Let A be a bounded strongly accretive operator or matrix on an infinite 
or finite dimensional Hilbert space, viz., 
Re(As,s) 2 ml1412, m > 0. (2.1) 
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We recall [l, 21 the principal entities 
Re(Az, X) 
‘OsA = $! I(Accc((((x(( ’ (2.2) 
from which one determines the angle 4(A) which measures the largest angle 
under which a vector x can be turned by A, and 
sin A = inf, [IcA - I(). (2.3) 
The quantity cosA is also called the first (real) antieigenvalue PI(A). The 
quantity sin A started as a quantity gm(A) and has also enjoyed the no- 
tation q(A). The fact that sin2 A + cos2 A = 1 follows from the minmax 
theorem 173, as will be more fully elaborated in Section 3. Higher antieigen- 
values and higher antieigenvectors can be defined by the variational quo- 
tient (2.2) taken over vectors orthogonal to the preceding antieigenvectors, 
but as I will argue in Section 5, a combinatorial procedure will proba- 
bly be more useful. Antieigenvectors satisfy an Euler equation, as will be 
discussed further in Section 4. 
This matrix or operator trigonometry originated from considerations in 
the perturbation theory of operator semigroups and was held subordinate 
to that theory at that time. See the account in [l]. The reader should note 
that cosA here is a geometrical notion, and not the entity cos(A) defined 
as a power series in a functional calculus of A. 
For A a positive definite symmetric matrix we know that 
cosA = 2m M-m 
M+m’ 
sinA = - 
Mfm’ (2.4) 
where M = X,,, = the largest eigenvalue of A, and m = Xmin = the 
smallest eigenvalue of A. For this case the corresponding antieigenvector 
may be expressed as a linear combination of the eigenvectors for M and 
m; see [l, 21. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the matrix 
A= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 16 
Then 
cos A = ; fi = 0.9428090416, 
sin A = $ = 0.3333333333, 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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and the (first) antieigenvector(s) are 
x= (‘$,$ (2.7) 
which are turned by A the maximum amount 
$(A) = 19.47122063”. (2.8) 
Throughout this paper, operators or matrices will be denoted by A, B, 
T, L, functions or vectors by x, u, scalars by E, p, <, n, etc. 
REMARK 2.1. Some of the trigonometry results are buried in the more 
general setting of [4-71. For example, the relations (2.4) may be found as 
special cases of [4, Corollary 4.41 and [5, Lemma 1.31. 
In that connection I would like to take this opportunity to correct a 
typographical error in [5], which could otherwise lead to confusion when 
reading those earlier papers. The inequality string two-thirds down on [5, 
p. 1631 appears as 
IJEB + 111 5 III - e2B2)) . IIeB - I(I-1 I (1 + E~I)BII~) . [l - EO(B)]-~. 
It should read 
((EB + I(( 5 III - c2B211 . II(EB - I)-‘/[ 5 (1 + c~(IBJ~~). [l - EO(B)]-~. 
There B is a bounded dissipative operator on a Banach space X with 
semi-inner-product [z, y], i.e., Re[Bs,z] 5 0 for all x E X, E 2 0, and 
8(B) = supRe[Bs,z], ]]z]] = 1, is its upper bound. 
Note that in the present paper we have changed the convention to B 
a bounded accretive operator; we are considering only the Hilbert space 
case, so the semi-inner-product is uniquely determined; and [(EB - 111 and 
the lower bound m(B) are the items of interest. 
REMARK 2.2 (Added). Professor Hans Schneider has pointed out to 
me that H. Wielandt, in his lecture notes [25], after defining the angle 
between two vectors, introduces the notion of “an upper bound for the 
‘rotating effect’ of a square matrix.” The least such upper bound he then 
calls y(A), the “singular angle of A.” Wielandt’s y(A) of [25], Krein’s 
dev(A) of [18], and my #(A) of [4, 261 are equivalent notions, apparently 
arrived at independently at approximately the same time (1967). The three 
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motivations were essentially different. I will give a more complete account 
of this in [27]. 
3. REVISITING THE MINMAX THEOREM 
The Minmsx theorem [7] was part of the initial four papers [4-71 origi- 
nating the ideas of cos A and sin A and relating them to operator semigroup 
theory. An abbreviated proof of this result, which I presented at the Los 
Angeles Symposium on Inequalities in 1969, appeared in 1972 in [ll]. As 
I stated there [ll, p. 117, with respect to a Reference [l], which never ap- 
peared], I planned to look further into this minmax phenomenon and the 
extent of its possible extensions to Banach space, but by then the paper of 
Asplund and Ptak [19] had appeared. There it is shown that (a generalized 
form of) the minmax result holds generally if and only if the space is an 
inner product space. Accordingly, I did not further pursue the matter. 
Let us do so now. We will find the interesting new result that my 
construction in the proof of the minmax result can be seen as a way to find 
and understand the nature of the antieigenvectors of an arbitrary operator 
or matrix. 
In the present section I therefore want to give this constructive proof- 
which was given in only a cursory way in [ll] and never elsewhere-in its 
entirety. I believe it will also be a useful technique in other contexts. 
Recall that a bounded operator B on a Hilbert space is strongly accretive, 
Re(Bx,z) > mB > 0 
for all ]]z]] = 1, if and only if there exists an interval 0 < E < EO such that 
]I& - I(] < 1 there. The minimum value of this quantity 
called y(B) in [ll], is the entity of interest. The following minmax result 
relates gm(B) to the operator or matrix trigonometry. 
THEOREM 3.1 [7]. For a strongly accretive operator B on a Hilbert 
space, 
SUP OOi=f<M ll(cB - 1)zl12 = inf _-oo<~<oo ,,“;;,pl II(EB - b412 (3.2) 
ll~ll=i - 2 
In particular 
sin B = gm(B) (3.3) 
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where sin B is defined by sin B = Jl - cos2 B. 
Proof. Let us first note that the right hand side of (3.2) is just g&(B). 
We will show below that this minimum is attained uniquely. Also we note 
that the left hand side of (3.2) is indeed 1 - cos2 B. To see this, consider 
the parabola 
II(EB - I)cI~/~ = ~~[[Bzll~ - 2cRe(Bzr,z) + 1. (3.4) 
This parabola in E achieves its minimum at E,(Z) = Re(Bz, cz~)/~~Bs~~~, and 
the value of the minimum is 
1 - PWB~,~)lllW)2 (3.5) 
The supremum over 5, IIxII = 1, of this quantity is 1 - cos2 B. 
Next let us assure ourselves that the minimum gm(B) is attained uni- 
quely. This is the case for uniformly convex Banach spaces but not generally 
true otherwise. Here we give a Hilbert space proof. Let us suppose the 
contrary, that I(EB - III d p d i s own and then has a flat interval minimum. 
Let ~1 < ~2 be the ends of this interval. Then for every small b > 0 there 
is an 2, IIzrlI = 1, such that the parabola II(EB - 1)xl12 is less than or equal 
to gk(B) at both ~1 and ~2 but at their midpoint must be within 6 of the 
minimum flat: 
IK 
TB-1 J: 
> II 
2 
> g;(B) - 6. (3.6) 
But no quadratic function of E, anchored at the value 1 at E = 0, can satisfy 
this condition for arbitrarily small 5. 
Let E, denote the unique e > 0 at which gm(B) is attained. The convex 
curve IIcB - III 2 is continuous in e, it has left and right hand derivatives 
for all E, and these are equal except at a countable set of E. Thus we may 
speak freely of the “slope” of IIcB - Ill2 for a dense set of E > 0. 
Consider now the curve llcB-1(12 near its unique minimum value 9% (B) 
For any chosen fixed E just, but strictly, to the left of E,, IIcB - I/l2 slopes 
downward and is strictly greater than IlcmB - 1/12. Since IIcB - Ill2 is a 
supremum, there thus exists an 21, llzr)I = 1, such that ll(eB - I)x~II~ > 
jlcrnB - 1112. Moreover, we may choose this ~1 so that its minimum E,(z~) 
lies (possibly nonstrictly) to the right of em, for otherwise all of the parabo- 
las ll(eB - 1)x111 2 increasing to achieve the supremum II (EB - I) II2 from 
below would turn upward from points Ed strictly to the left of E,, cut- 
ting and thereby violating the downward-sloping curve (IcB--1(12. Similarly, 
there exists an x2, 1)521) = 1, f or any chosen fixed 6 just, but strictly, to the 
right of E,, such that (~(EB - 1)x2(12 > I(&3 - Ill2 and such that E,(Q) 
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lies (possibly nonstrictly) to the left of E,. Moreover, we can choose x1 and 
22 so that II(~B-~)x~\(’ 2 g;(B)--6 and Il(c:mB-1)z21(2 2 gk(B)-6 for 
any prespecified small S > 0, so that those two parabolas pass arbitrarily 
close below the minimum point g:(B). 
Consider first the case in which, for given small 6 > 0, 6,(x1) and 
ern(z2) lie strictly to the right and left of cm, respectively. Let 2 = Jx~+~x~, 
where < and 77 are real and satisfy 
1 = 11x)12 = E2 + q2 + 27]<Re(x1,x2). (3.7) 
Using (3.7), a simple computation shows that ll(~,B-I)z\/~ 2 g&(B)-S+ 
2<77C, where C = Re{((e,B - 1)x1, (E,B - 1)x2) - (gk -6)(x1, x2)}, and 
by restricting t and 77 in (3.7) to the appropriate quadrant we can assure 
that 2<17C > 0. By choosing 5 and 17 not only of appropriate sign but also 
near one or the other coordinate axes, we can also assure at this point in 
the construction that this term 2c7&’ is also arbitrarily small, but it turns 
out better to let this happen automatically as a consequence of later steps 
in the construction. 
Next, we would like to show that E,(X) can be made arbitrarily close to 
E,. Consider first the case in which we ask for exact equality E,(X) = E,. 
By a short computation this can be seen to be equivalent to 
t2 {W&,x1) (I- z)} +v2 {Re(h,a) (l- 2)) 
-2&Re(Bxl, (E,B - 1)x2) = 0, (3.8) 
where ~1 denotes E,(x~) and ~2 denotes E,(zz). Since (1 - E,/EI)(~ - 
E,/EZ) < 0, the degenerate hyperbola (3.8) and the ellipse (3.7) have a 
point in common. This assures that cm(x) = em and that \\(E,B --I)x~/~ > 
g;(B) - S + 2[r&’ for arbitrarily small S > 0. But since E,(X) = em, 
the term 2577C must be small, for otherwise ]I(&3 - I)x1j2 would exceed 
II%?3 - 412? which it cannot. Thus these n: = z(6) provide the supremum 
sequence for the left side of (3.2) to equal the right side, namely, g&(B). 
For those cases in which we cannot ask for E,(Z) to be exactly E, in 
the above construction, but only arbitrarily close to E,, we proceed in the 
same way. It is desired that 
E,(Z) = E2 Re(B XI, XI) + v2 Re(Bx2, x2) + X77 Re(Bx1, x2) = _ 
t211Bnl12 + ~211B~2112 + 2ErlRe(B~1,&2) Gn, (3.9) 
where E, is to be arbitrarily close to E,. Multiplying this out results in the 
same expression (3.8) with E, replaced by &. Provided that we are not 
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in an exceptional instance in which el = ~2, we may ask for cm arbitrarily 
close to 6, strictly between ~2 and ~1, and proceed as before. 
The special cases in which E,(z~) or E,(Q) coincide with em correspond 
to one or both branches of (3.8) lying along < or n coordinate axes. In that 
case one chooses E = 0 or n = 0 as the case may be; it happens then 
that the 2J17C term is killed exactly. The special case in which 21 = z2 
corresponds to a degenerate parabola in (3.7). These two parallel lines span 
all four quadrants, so the sign choice on e, n remains unrestricted. Thus 
in all cases we have constructed z with em(z) arbitrarily close to E, and 
ll(emB - 1)z112 arbitrarily close below g&(B). The supremum of such z 
shows that the left side of (3.2) attains the right side. ??
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the example 
B= ’ ’ 
[ 1 0 16 
of the preceding section. Then the curve l/cB-Ill2 consists of two parabolic 
branches, (96 - 1)2 to the left of em = 2/25 = 0.08, and (166 - 1)2 to the 
right of em. The minimum g%(B) is the intersection of these two branches 
and is (7/25)2 = (0.28)2 = 0.0784. 
1 
xi = 
0 0 
for x = Exi + T]Z~ in (3.7). Then 
We may take 
and 
0 
22 = 0 1 
II(cB - 1)x1(/~ = (96 - 1)2 and II(EB - 
1)x2112 = (166-l)” attain exactly the left and right branches of II(cB-I)/[“, 
respectively. The minima of 11 (EB - 1)x1 II2 and II(EB -1)x2112 are zero and 
are attained at ~1 = l/9 = 0.1111.. . and ~2 = l/16 = 0.0625. 
The construction of 5 as given in the proof above proceeds as follows. 
Equations (3.7) and (3.8) become the conic system 
(2 + Q2 = 1, (3.7’) 
ae2 + cn2 = 0, (3.8’) 
where 
a = 9(1-9E,), 
c = 16(1 - 16+J. 
From (3.8’) we have 
E = *(-y2q 
a 
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_16(1 - 16 x 2/25) 
9(1 - 9 x 2/25) ’ 
which substituted into (3.7’) yields 
Q = f l_ c -1’2 ( > a 
= &I(1 + fy2 
= *g. 
Thus the desired vector z = <x1 + 77~ is 
Thus we have obtained, by the construction of the proof of the minmax 
theorem, the exact antieigenvectors of B, which were not known to us in 
this way previously. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. For the matrix 
the construction of Example 3.1 generalizes to 
and 
so that 
C M l-M(&) M -- = --. 
a m l-m(*) =Z 
M+m 1-c = 1+++_ 
a m ’ 
m112 
’ = *(M+m)l/z’ 
Thus in these examples the constructive proof of the minmsx theorem 
gives the exact antieigenvectors of the matrix. More generally, let us con- 
sider an arbitrary bounded strongly accretive operator B in the minmax 
equality (3.2). We may consider the quantity 
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= 1 - nln ]]cB - 1112. (3.10) 
Having inserted the minmax result into (3.10), we may also insert into it 
our construction of its proof by means of the 2 vectors as given above. 
Inasmuch as the minimizing the left hand side of (3.10) gives cos B, and 
inasmuch as this is done in the proof above by constructing a sequence 
approximating the min,>a IIeB - Ill2 on the right hand side of (3.10), we 
may state 
COROLLARY 3.2. The x vectors of the constructive proof of the min- 
max equality are in fact either exact or approximate antieigenvectors in the 
general case. 
This is quite a different view of antieigenvectors, which previously were 
known only for self-adjoint or normal operators and then as combinations 
of eigenvectors but with no connection to the minmax convex minimum 
mn IIEB - 111 = gm(B) = sin B. (3.11) 
Moreover, it provides us with a new concept of approximate antieigenvec- 
tor, and it indicates an essentially two component nature of such antieigen- 
vectors or approximate antieigenvectors for arbitrary strongly accretive 
operators B. 
REMARK 3.1. One has the alternative proof by Asplund and Ptak [19] 
of the minmax result. The essentials of their proof of the sufficiency are 
contained in [19, bottom paragraph p. 58, top paragraph p. 591. First 
they assume a smooth minimum to the curve IIA + XBl12 and argue by 
compactness that the curve’s infimum is the same as that of one of the ll(A+ 
XB)xlJ2 family. While this is true, it gives no constructive information. 
Then, for the case of an assumed corner minimum, they convert the problem 
to the special case IIeB - Ill, B strongly accretive, as in my considerations, 
and use the fact that this curve dips below one to reach a contradiction. 
Again one obtains no constructive information. 
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On the other hand, the result of [19] is more general than [7] in that 
the identity I is replaced with arbitrary operator A. The main result of 
[19], that the minmax equality does not generally extend outside of Hilbert 
space, was an important result for this minmax theory. In [9] I commented 
on the fashion at that time to give certain noteworthy theorems a four letter 
name, and should that fashion return, I would suggest as appropriate here 
the GASP theorem, after [7, 11, 19, 201. 
REMARK 3.2. After I obtained the minmax result [7], I noticed that 
I could employ my construction, which I would call a method of conic 
systems, to enable an extremely short and simple proof [15] of the Toeplitz- 
Hausdorff theorem for the convexity of the numerical range of an arbitrary 
Hilbert space operator. I hope that this technique will be useful in other 
operator or matrix convexity considerations, for it has the merit of reducing 
them to elementary analytic geometric systems. 
4. REVISITING THE EULER EQUATION 
In [2] I derived the Euler equation of the antieigenvalue functional 
Re(Au, u) 
‘(u) = ~~Au~~~~u~~ ’ (4.1) 
but I did not elaborate it. Here I would like to do so. 
THEOREM 4.1. The Euler equation for the antieigenvalue finctional 
CL(U) is 
2)~Au~~2~~u~~2(ReA)u - [lull2 Re(Au, u)A*Au - JIAu~(~ Re (Au, u)u = 0. 
(4.2) 
Scalar multiples of solutions are solutions, but the solution space is gen- 
erally not a subspace. When A is normal, the Euler equation is satisfied 
not only by the first antieigenvectors but also by all of the eigenvectors of 
A. All solutions of the Euler equation may be regarded as eigenvectors in 
a (nonlinear) generalized sense. 
In the proof which follows, I will intersperse some further observations 
about the nature of solutions of the Euler equation, as well as explain the 
extent of generality in Theorem 4.1. Many of the properties hold for an 
arbitrary bounded strongly accretive operator A on a Hilbert space, but 
the reader may for simplicity regard A as a finite matrix and assume that 
all limits are attained. However, for the validity of the Euler equation 
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(4.2) and all following considerations, it is essential that the inner prod- 
uct be the usual Hilbert space or Euclidean inner product, and not some 
other semi-inner-product corresponding to some other norm one may wish 
in connection with some specific matrix applications. This is because the 
derivation of the Euler equation in [2] used inner product properties exten- 
sively. For other norms one would need to modify the present theory. 
Proof See [2, Section 41 for the derivation of (4.2). The procedure is 
similar to but more extensive than that by which one obtains the Euler 
equation (A - X)u = 0 from the Rayleigh quotient r(u) = (Au,u)/(u,u) 
in, e.g., the self-adjoint case. 
If u is an antieigenvector in the variational sense, i.e., it minimizes 
(4.1), then so does any scalar multiple of u. This is immediate, as p(u) 
is the quotient of terms homogeneous of order two. The same property 
is enjoyed by solutions of the Euler equation (4.2), because each term of 
(4.2) is homogeneous of order five. Thus, in both the variational and the 
Euler formulations, we may normalize an antieigenvector u to norm one 
whenever that is desired for convenience. 
Given ](u]] = 1, we note that the normalized form of the Euler equation 
is 
2(Re A)u A*Au 
Re(Au, u) - m - u = ‘. (4.3) 
For self-adjoint operators A this becomes 
&-&+u=o. (4.4) 
Generally speaking, we should regard antieigenvector solutions of the Euler 
equation as “stronger” than those which minimize the variational functional 
p(u), as in the sense of classical versus weak solutions in partial differential 
equations; but for matrices, etc., the distinction vanishes, and we will not 
pursue it here. Writing any of (4.2), (4.3), or (4.4) as E(u)u = 0, we see 
that 
(E(u)u, u) = 0, (4.5) 
as is typical of variationally derived Euler equations. 
We turn next to establish the fact that eigenvectors of A also generally 
satisfy the Euler equation. First let us illustrate this with the self-adjoint 
form (4.4) of the equation. Let Au = Xu, A self-adjoint, ]]u]] = 1. Then 
&-&+U=(;-~+l)u=o. (4.6) 
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Turning then to the general case, let A be an arbitrary strongly accretive 
matrix or operator with u an eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue X. 
Substituting Au = Xu into the left hand side of (4.2) gives 
E(u)u = IX)‘~)U(\~(A + A*)u - ]]z~]]~(Rex)xA*(X-~Au) 
-(]u])41X]2(ReX)u. (4.7) 
We would like this expression to vanish, and to that end we may divide out 
the ]Ju]]~ # 0, which leaves 
]X12(X + X-‘A*A)u - (ReX)A*Au - ]X12(ReX)u 
_ 
1Xl?i 
= pq2x~ + XA*AU - SA*AU - SA*h - !$h - 2~ 
= &$A*Au.+IXI~FU 
= (-Imx)[A*A - ]X12]u. (4.8) 
In the first case, that A has all real eigenvalues, we see that all eigenvectors 
satisfy the Euler equation, indeed such is the case for any individual real 
eigenvalue. For the second case, in which Im X # 0, then the eigenvector u 
will satisfy the Euler equation iff A*u = xu, which for example is the case 
for all normal operators A. 
We may interpret any solution of the Euler equation as an eigenvector 
in a generalized sense: it is an eigenvector of Re A after it is an eigenvector 
of A*A. To see this, let u be a solution to the Euler equation, /lull = 1. 
Notice that any such solution to the Euler equation 
2(IAul12(ReA)u - Re(Au,u)(A*A + JIAu112)u = 0 
implies that 
(Re A)u = Re(Au, u) ‘“*A2~~$~‘21)u. 
Then such u is an eigenvector of ReA if and only if 
A*A + 11412~ 
W4412 
u = u 
But this is equivalent to 
A*Au = (A*Au, u)u, 
i.e., to u being an eigenvector of A*A. 
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We may codify this sense of all antieigenvectors-and, as we have seen, 
generally all eigenvectors, and indeed all solutions to the Euler equation 
(4.2)-as eigenvectors in a generalized sense, in a more conventional way. 
Let eigenvector in a general sense mean a solution of an operator equation 
Lu = XMU. (4.9) 
Let 21, )1u11 = 1, b e any solution to the Euler equation. Then 
(Re A)u = Re(Au, u) A*$~LTuAzj u)‘] u. 
3 
Letting L = Re A, and noting that any generalized eigenvalue X of (4.9) 
must satisfy 
A = (A% u) 
(Mu, u) ’ 
we see that this may be arranged by taking 
Mu = Re(Au, u) 
2(A*Au, u) 
(A*A + (A*Au, u)I)u. 
Notice that M is nonlinear, i.e., M = M(u), and that X = 1 necessarily 
in this formulation. ??
The following is a useful example clarifying Theorem 4.1 and giving a 
generic feeling for the shape of the functional p(u). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let 
with X real. Then llzll = (1 + X2)“‘(~rI, (Az,z) = (2 + X2)I~r12, llAzll = 
(4 + X2)1/21x1), sothe antieigenvalue functional P.(X) is 
Re(Az, X) (2 + X2) 
‘(‘) = llAx]lllzll = (X4 + 5X2 + 4)li2’ 
Let us also consider the usual Rayleigh quotient 
Q(X) = (Ax, 4 - 2 + x2 
(x7 4 1 + x2 
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Then for large X -+ 00, we have F(X) + 1, Q(X) -+ 1 = the smaller 
eigenvalue of A, and z ----f (0, l), th e corresponding eigenvector. For small 
X ---f 0, we have F(X) -+ 1, Q(X) 4 2 = the larger eigenvalue of A, and 
x --+ (l,O), the corresponding eigenvector. As we know from our general 
theory, F(X) attains its minimum ~1 = $a = 0.9428090416 at the first 
antieigenvectors 5 = (ztl, Jz), i.e., at X = +&! Checking this against 
F(X) above, we have F(f&) = 4/(4 + 10 + 4)l/’ = 0.9428090416. 
Calculating the derivative, we have 
F’(X) 
= (X4 + 5X2 + 4)“2(2X) - (2 + X)2(2-1)(X4 + 5X2 + 4)-ii2(4X3 i 10X) 
x4 + 5x2 + 4 
= (X4 + 5x2 + 4)(4X) - (2 + X)2(4X3 + 10X) 
2(X4 + 5x + 4)3/Z 
X(X2 - 2) 
(X4 + 5x2 + 4)3/Z 
Thus F’(X) = 0 at X = 0 and X = &too, corresponding to eigenvectors, and 
at X = &fi, corresponding to antieigenvectors. 
REMARK 4.1. Theorem 4.1, and indeed most of the matrix trigonom- 
etry developed to date, assumes that A is strongly accretive and then con- 
cerns itself with the real cosine, and hence real antieigenvalues and their 
corresponding antieigenvectors. This is not unlike how one first approaches 
the eigenvalue-eigenvector theory in linear algebra, dealing with the com- 
plex arithmetic at a later stage, and then only when forced to it by the oc- 
currence of complex roots to the secular equation IA - XII = 0. Imaginary 
and total antieigenvalues were defined in [ll], but little theory has been 
worked out for them, an exception being the treatment of total antieigenval- 
ues for normal matrices in 1171. The philosophy has been mostly top-down, 
to let the applications induce meaningful extensions of the theory. 
However, I would now anticipate that, for matrix theory and matrix 
applications, variations on the emphasis to date on ReA may become de- 
sirable. In such cases the Euler equation will turn out to be appropriately 
modified, although I would expect its derivation to follow the same lines. 
The interest in the real matrix trigonometry was not occasioned, how- 
ever, only by the fact that the real theory is the most useful. The minmax 
Theorem 3.1 picks out ReB in a natural way. But this could be modi- 
fied, e.g., by using ]](zB + CA)z112, e.g., II(d3 - I)x)(~, should the occasion 
warrant. 
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REMARK 4.2. We may contrast the minmax construction of Section 
3 and the Euler equation of this section as follows. The minmax theorem 
and construction finds antieigenvectors, whereas the Euler equation finds 
both antieigenvectors and eigenvectors. 
However, we may make the variational formulation and the Euler for- 
mulation more equivalent by taking both inf’s and sup’s of the functional 
P(U). This is easily seen by modifying (3.10) to 
Now suppose that B has a real eigenvalue X and corresponding normalized 
eigenvector 5. Then 
inf /I(&? - 1)2112 = (6X - 11 = 0 
E>O 
at E = l/X, and thus the functional P(Z) is maximized to 1 at such eigen- 
vectors. If B has no real eigenvalues but possesses at least one eigenvalue 
(e.g., suppose B is a finite matrix) A = afib with corresponding normalized 
eigenvector 2, then obviously for the left hand side above we have 
whereas for the right hand side above we have 
1-fm~(cX-112 = l- 
I( > 
--& (n+ib)-l2 
b4 + a2b2 
= ‘- (a2 + b2)2 
a2 
=-, 
a2 + b2 
so that both sides are (ReX/IXl)2. Whether or not this is actually the 
extremum desired over the unit sphere llxll = 1 will need to be ascertained 
for the particular operator class of B under consideration, and if need be, 
the theory can be modified as described in Remark 4.1. 
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REMARK 4.3. Thus the functional p(u) and the matrix trigonometry 
may be regarded as a significant extension of the Rayleigh-Ritz theory 
variationally characterizing the spectrum of an operator or matrix. The 
matrix trigonometry thus constitutes a theory which includes not only the 
usual spectrum, which we may call the dilation spectrum, but also a new 
angular spectrum. The functional ~(11) is maximized by the former and 
minimized by the latter. 
5. REVISITING MATRIX COMPUTATIONS 
In [I] and [2], and earlier in [3], I made the connection between the 
first antieigenvalue and convergence rates of gradient descent algorithms. 
In particular, it was shown that the steepest descent convergence rate is 
sin A and that of the conjugate gradient is bounded by sin A1i2. Although 
more consequences of this theory will be worked out elsewhere [28, 291, 
here I would like to go briefly beyond [l-3] to reinforce Remark 6.2 of 
[2]. There I pointed out that as an alternative to the original idea of 
defining higher antieigenvalues and their corresponding antieigenvectors as 
minimizers of the variational quotient p(z1) on subspaces orthogonal to the 
previous antieigenvectors, it may be more interesting, useful, and natural 
to define them combinatorially in terms of pairs, or other combinations of 
as yet unused eigenvectors. 
To illustrate this point, I will consider a 4 x 4 matrix below. First, 
however, consider the 2 x 2 problem Ax = b for 
A=[; “21, b=[;] 
as computed by steepest gradient descent from starting value x6 = (0,O). 
Recall that cosA s 0.94281. The results, to five iterations, as given in (21, 
were 
z EAk’k) 1116%) 
0 0 
0.6667 0.6667 0.08333 0.94868 
0.8889 0.4444 0.00926 0.94868 
0.963 0.5185 0.00103 0.94653 
0.9877 0.4938 0.00011 0.94868 
0.9959 0.5021 0.00001 0.94842 
where EA(z~) denotes the error norm 0.5(A(z, -x*), (xn -x*)), x* = 
(I,O.5) being the correct answer, and pi(x,) = (Ax,,xn)/(~Axn~~~~xn~~ is 
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the local antieigenvalue, i.e., local cosine, measuring the angle of each it- 
eration. Notice how very close to cosA the local iteration angle is, which 
explains the decrease in error EA(x,) at a rate very close to sin’ A. 
Inasmuch as sin2 A is determined by the largest and smallest eigenvalues 
of A, and the approximate solutions zn are a linear combination of the 
corresponding eigenvectors, the convergence behavior above is what we 
would expect in a 2 x 2 matrix computation. My point about the eventual 
efficacy of a combinatorial theory of the higher antieigenvectors will be seen 
in the following example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the matrix equation Az = b where 
as it converges under steepest gradient descent from starting value 20 = 
(O,O,O,O). Note that sinA = 19/21 = 0.9047619048, 4(A) = 64.7912347”, 
cosA = 0.4259177101, and the correct answer is z* = (0.05,0.1,0.5,1.0). 
The output is shown in Table 1, where E(z,) denotes the error norm 
0.5(A(z, - z*), (z, -z*)), c(zn) th e 1 ocal cosine (Az,,~)/(llAzll . ll~ll), 
qb(xCn) the local turning angle corresponding to the local cosine, and s(zn) 
the local sine. To the right of those data is the history of the 3: vector 
approximate solutions as the steepest descent proceeds, in its very slow 
way. 
First let us look at the sin2 A convergence rate bound, to see if it con- 
forms to that in the example above. Picking three ratios at random from 
the left column of Table 5.1, we have 
0450 1636 92596 
- = 0.80645, - = 0.81312, - = 
0558 2012 113888 
0.81304, 
which is in good agreement with sin2 A = 0.81859. 
Second, looking at the local angles d(zn), after the first three iterations, 
we find a pattern of alternating strictly monotone decrease 
and 
57.14,57.02,. . . ,43.292,43.192,. . . ,42.8016,42.7932 
47.24,45.49, . . ,42.773,42.770, . . . ,42.7582,42.7580 
The fact that this sequence alternates corresponds to a known phenomenon 
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of residual oscillation in gradient descent convergence. However, both the 
upper valued and lower valued sequences terminate with values sin(&) = 
0.67935 and sin($,+i) = 0.67890 that are not near sin A = 0.90476. To 
what may we attribute this? 
If we look at the z vectors in Table 1, we notice that the second and 
third components converge rather quickly. Thus the residual error is con- 
centrated in the first and fourth components, and this drives the conver- 
gence rate in the first column. On the other hand, the more correct part of 
the evolving solution is concentrated in the second and third components. 
If we calculate the pairwise matrix trigonometry partial sines from all pairs 
of eigenvalues, we have 
20 - 1 20 - 10 
- = 0.904762, 
20 - 2 
- = 
20 + 1 20 + 2 
0.818181, ___ 
20 + 10 
= 0.333333, 
10 - 2 lo- 1 2-1 
- = 0.666666, - = 
lOf2 10 + 1 
0.818181, - = 
2+1 
0.333333. 
The matrix trigonometry partial sine corresponding to the second and third 
eigenvalues is close to that observed for the sin(&). 
Whether or not this is a general occurrence will be investigated else- 
where. However, in any case it illustrates the conceptual utility of a com- 
binatorial theory of higher antieigenvalues corresponding to the smaller 
critical angles obtained from higher antieigenvectors constructed from sys- 
tematically deleted sets of eigenvectors of the matrix. 
REMARK 5.1. Further consequences of my trigonometric interpreta- 
tion of iterative methods have been announced in [28] and partially worked 
out in [29] for important computational algorithms such as GCR(~), Or- 
thomin, CGN, GMRES, BCG, CGS, and others. The results of these current 
investigations will be given elsewhere. 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This is the third of three papers formulating and bringing up to date a 
trigonometry of operators and matrices. In oversimplification, the first pa- 
per [l] surveys all principal elements of this theory from their origin in 1967 
to date, the second paper [2] emphasizes the notion of antieigenvalue and 
derives the Euler equation for the antieigenvectors, and the third (present) 
paper emphasizes the minmax construction as related to the Euler equation 
and to the nature of antieigenvectors. All three papers also present new 
results connecting the matrix trigonometry to convergence rates of iterative 
processes of numerical analysis and optimization theory. 
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This theory and the functional p(u) may be regarded as extending the 
usual spectral theory to include as the principal quantities not only eigen- 
values, which measure the fundamental dilations of an operator or matrix, 
but also the antieigenvalues, which measure the fundamental rotations of 
an operator or matrix. 
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